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Project synopsis: The Walking Dead 
Introduction 
In this project, I will look at AMC's horror television series The Walking Dead (WD). The series first aired in 
2010, and is considered part of the so-called second golden age of American television drama (Bigsby 2013: 
back of book) that began with The Sopranos and The West Wing in the late 1990s and has continued in the 
twenty-first century with such series as Mad Men, Breaking Bad and Girls. Christopher Bigsby mentions the 
following as some of the defining characteristics of these modern TV-series: 
 Existential dramas, the question asked is: "What am I doing here?" 
 Concerned with identity, both protagonists' identities and American identity  
 Morally ambiguous protagonists  
 Engages with reality 
 Explores flaws in American society 
 Seriousness of intent 
 Originality of approach 
 Authenticity  
 Shot on location, not in studios 
 Acknowledges the fact of crisis, be it institutional, governmental, environmental, economic etc.  
 Critical acclaim 
Bigsby 2013: ix-xiii 
Bigsby writes on the cover of his book: 
"[Television] … was where America could have a dialogue with itself. The new television drama was where writers 
could engage with the social and political realities of the time, interrogating the myths and values of a society moving 
into a new century." (Bigsby 2013: back of book) 
I do not have the space here to discuss these characteristics of the modern American television drama, but 
the mere possibility that some of them may be true makes this a very significant field of study within 
American culture right now. For the purposes of the course in American studies, one overall question could 
be: How do modern TV-series reflect changes in American society concerning some of the parameters that 
we have been focusing on, i.e. race, gender, class, religion, etc.? 
Another recent trend in American television drama is an upsurge of supernatural elements, with some of 
the most popular examples being the vampire series Vampire Diaries and True Blood. WD is definitely a 
part of this broader tendency. Yet, I would also argue that it stands out precisely because it displays or at 
least aspires to some of the characteristics mentioned above. This, to my mind, is what makes WD so 
intriguing. It takes a genre, zombie cinema, that has traditionally been considered lowbrow and infuses it 
with an existential perspective and an artistic scope that has traditionally been considered highbrow. As an 
object of academic study in the field of American culture, the fact that it is one of America's most watched 
TV-shows (Schneider 2014) only goes to make it more interesting. 
Taking all this into account, the basis for my investigation into WD will be the following questions: 
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1. How does WD depict gender roles, particularly in the family? 
Specific points of interest: Male agency in crisis, possible return to more traditional gender roles, i.e. the 
man as protector, the woman as homemaker. 
2. How does WD depict religion?  
Specific points of interest: Possible renunciation of religion's relevance in a modern world. A general lack of 
religious points of views in modern American television drama. 
Method 
Drawing on Kyle William Bishop's book American Zombie Gothic, I will first define the zombie as a monster 
and demonstrate some of the typical plot elements, motifs and cultural functions of zombie horror 
narratives. I will then very briefly outline the plot and describe some of the central characters in WD before 
moving on to an actual analysis of season two of the series, referring to "We're All Infected", a collection of 
essays about WD, edited by Dawn Keetley, and James Aston's essay "The Post-apocalyptic Family in The 
Walking Dead". 
The zombie 
Zombies are corpses raised from the dead, stalking the earth, feeding upon human flesh. They are a classic 
Hollywood monster, yet unlike Frankenstein, vampires and werewolves, their cultural antecedent is not 
European Gothic fiction. Zombies derive from the voodoo religion, which is a fusion of West African lore 
and Christianity. On Haiti and other Caribbean islands, voodoo priests are said to have the power to 
resurrect the dead and, for instance, make them work as slaves in the sugar cane plantations. In their 
Hollywood incarnation, the monsters do not have masters, but they retain most other characteristics. Thus, 
they are dead, as opposed to undead; they have neither reason nor emotions; and they cannot be repelled 
by superstitions such as garlic or crosses. They are, in Bishop's words, pure animal drive (Bishop 2010: 110). 
Bishop cites Simon Pegg for the following characterisation of the zombie as a symbol: 
"Metaphorically, this classic creature embodies a number of our greatest fears. Most obviously, it is our own death, 
personified. More, subtly, the zombie represents a number of our deeper insecurities. The fear, that deep down, we 
may be little more than animals, concerned only with appetite." (Bishop 2010: 119) 
The zombie narrative 
According to Bishop, the classic zombie narrative merges three cultural artefacts, the zombie's traditional 
voodoo origins, alien invasion narratives of 1950s science fiction and European or American Gothic fiction. 
This leads to the following formula, which we also see in WD:  
1. Apocalypse. 
2. Corpses rise from the dead, quickly outnumber humans. 
3. Collapse of society, infrastructure, technology, government, army, police, etc. 
4. Motley group of survivors forced into hiding in closed space. 
5. Reiteration of societal problems in claustrophobic situation, particularly patriarchy, race, gender. 
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Cultural functions of zombie horror 
In the following, I will examine some of the cultural functions that can be attributed to zombie horror 
cinema. When relevant I will tie the functions to WD. 
Bishop bases his explication of the typical functions associated with horror on Sigmund Freud's concepts of 
catharsis, repression and the heimlich/unheimlich distinction (Bishop 2010: 18). Catharsis is Greek for 
'purgation'. As a literary term, the word was first used by Aristotle to explain a function of the ancient 
Greek tragedy. It involves confronting the audience with problematic feelings, e.g. the oedipal desire to kill 
one's father and marry one's mother, and then providing them with a healthy outlet for this feeling, 
restoring order. In horror, the problematic feeling that the audience is confronted with will often be the 
fear of death, e.g. in the form of Frankenstein's monster. The audience will then be purged of the 
problematic feeling, in this example, when Dr Frankenstein is killed and punished for his hubris, or when 
the monster dies. Interestingly, WD deliberately disassociates itself from catharsis, both through its serial 
format and through its plotline that does not indicate that the zombie threat can ever be overcome. 
The concept of repression is closely linked to that of catharsis. Freud claims that in order to be a part of 
society, we must repress certain fears and forbidden desires. These fears and desires will then pop up in 
fiction. Thus, Dracula is the physical manifestation of both the fear of death and the forbidden sexual drive. 
The word 'heimlich' in German has two meanings, homely/familiar and secret. Conversely, 'unheimlich' can 
mean both foreign and revealed. In Freud's notion of the word, the Unheimlich, or the uncanny, is "that 
species of the frightening that goes back to what was once well known and had long been familiar" (Bishop 
2010: 109). It is "the uncanny fusion of the familiar with the unfamiliar" (Bishop 2010: 110). The zombie is 
terrifying because it is such an uncanny fusion. It looks decidedly human, it might even be a former 
neighbour or loved one (as it often is in WD), but at the same time, it is something completely different and 
monstrous.  
The heimlich/unheimlich distinction is also connected to the concept of repression. Repressed fears are 
secrets that can be revealed in the form of the uncanny. According to the specific nature of the uncanny, 
then, different things may be revealed about individuals or society. In zombie horror, typical secrets to be 
revealed are: "We are all going to die. We are all, like zombies, mindless, violent creatures that feed upon 
each other. That which is not us is a threat we must eliminate." As in the alien invasion narrative, many of 
these secrets concern what is often termed the Other. Again according to Freud, we have an innate fear of 
the Other that we repress. In a contemporary American context, this fear might be directed towards 
terrorists, immigrants, African Americans, the poor. Bishop writes: 
"Horror and science fiction narratives are fundamentally well suited to explore cultural concerns of alienation and 
marginalisation because of their ability to quite frankly and literally represent the Other as strange and alien – and the 
zombie narrative tradition is a quintessential example of such fiction." (Bishop 2010: 99) 
For the purposes of this project, it would be interesting to examine how the zombie, the Other, is 
represented in WD, which fears it manifests, which secrets it reveals, as this should tell us something 
valuable about contemporary American values and society. 
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Bishop traces three golden ages of zombie horror cinema (Bishop 2010: 13). These are periods in which 
many zombie movies are produced, and in which they enjoy great popularity. The first peak was in the 
wake of World War II and into the first decade of the Cold War. The second peak was during the Vietnam 
War. The third peak began in the wake of 9/11 and has continued throughout the so-called war on terror.  
On this basis, Bishop argues for a connection between war and zombie horror cinema. More specifically, he 
suggests that in times of war, national fears, anxieties and traumas can be confronted or, conversely, 
disguised through the making and watching of zombie horror movies (Bishop 2010: 29). Many scholars 
agree that WD is a scathing comment on the loss of humanity in post-9/11 America (Keetley 2014: 9-13). 
To end this chapter, let me briefly return to point five in the zombie narrative formula, "reiteration of 
societal problems in claustrophobic situation, particularly patriarchy, race, gender". Bishop emphasises that 
another characteristic that sets the zombie narrative apart from other horror genres is that the 
protagonists are ordinary people, and that the world they move around in is normal except for the zombies 
(Bishop 2010: 115). This characteristic definitely holds true for WD. In season two, which I will analyse 
below, the motley group of people, composed of members of different races, genders, classes, creeds, etc., 
are forced into hiding on a farm in rural Georgia together with the inhabitants that are Southern Baptists. 
This allows the TV-series to engage with "societal problems and tensions". Bishop claims that this potential 
for social and political critique is in fact a staple of zombie horror (Bishop 2010: 26). 
The Walking Dead 
In the first episode of WD, local Georgia sheriff Rick Grimes wakes from a coma to find that the world has 
ended following a viral outbreak that reanimates dead people so that they become mindless cannibals. 
Society has collapsed, and most Americans seem to have died. Rick proceeds to search for his wife and son 
and is relieved to find that his partner, Shane, has kept them safe along with a disparate group of other 
survivors. In the series, we follow Rick and the group as they trek the Southern States in search of a safe 
haven.  
In season two of WD, the group finds refuge on a farm in Georgia. Here the Southern Baptist patriarch 
Hershel and his family have somehow managed to remain relatively unaffected by the zombie threat, 
having only lost a few loved ones. From the point of view of this project, the confrontation throughout 
season two between the traditional values on the farm and the more progressive values of Rick's group 
offers a good opportunity to investigate different conceptions of family, gender and religion. 
Husbands, fathers 
Arguably, the central narrative line in season two is the escalating conflict between Rick and Shane. This 
conflict is familial in its nature. As it turns out, Shane and Lori, Rick's wife, believing that Rick is dead, have 
begun a romantic relationship in the aftermath of the apocalypse. This relationship ends when Rick returns, 
but throughout season two, Shane vies to get Lori back. The conflict between Rick and Shane is thus a 
conflict about who is the better husband, who is the better father, and who is the better man. The position 
as leader of the group is directly associated with the role of husband and father. Thus, when Rick returns to 
his family, he also dethrones Shane as leader of the group. In a later disagreement between the two, Rick 
refers to his role of husband and father as the reason why he knows best. Little does he know that in 
Shane's own mind, he is as much husband and father as Rick. 
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Rick and Shane represent two distinct modes of masculinity and two distinct approaches to surviving in 
post-apocalypse America. Both men are heroic, calm under pressure, resourceful, strong and brave, and 
both are driven by an instinct to protect themselves and their loves ones. Rick, much like a hero from a 
John Wayne western, is an idealist and a humanist. His strict moral code dictates that he should be 
prepared to lay down his life to save someone else's. This has served him well in his former career as a 
sheriff. Rick makes decisions with reference to a higher order, which may or may not be God. Thus, when 
one of the children of the group, Sophia, disappears, Rick insists that they should keep looking for her even 
though it means risking their own lives, stating, "Finding Sophia would be the miracle we need." (Season 2: 
Episode 01) Rick is also compassionate and loving. He is willing to go to great lengths to make his wife and 
son happy. 
Shane is more overtly sexual than Rick. He is also aggressive and impulsive. During season two, he teaches 
one of the other survivors, Andrea, to shoot, telling her, "Use your instinct, turn of the switch that makes 
you scared, angry," (2:04) and "You're too damn emotional. You need to shut it down," (2:06). Shane is a 
pragmatist when the group is faced with dilemmas. He bases his decisions on a cool, rational analysis of 
risks and benefits. He does not agree with Rick that the group should keep looking for the missing Sophia. 
He believes that the danger outweighs the slim chance of finding her alive.  
In a flashback in season one, we witness Rick and Shane fighting crime before the apocalypse. Back then, 
their different competences were clearly and asset to their partnership, making them more effective and 
reducing the risk of injury. But in the constant threat of post-apocalypse America, it seems that it is no 
longer possible for them to collaborate. Rick is worried that Shane's aggression and lack of respect will 
cause their host on the farm, Hershel, to throw them out. He also feels that giving in to Shane's 
pragmatism, for instance concerning the missing girl, will involve a loss of humanity. Both these possible 
consequences are a threat to his son, Carl. Shane on the other hand, believes that Rick is weak, that he is 
stuck in the past, and that he will get Lori and Carl killed. The two, then, consider each other a threat to 
themselves and their family. At the same time, they are old friends, and there is much love between them. 
This makes it difficult for them to act on their fear. 
The narrative with two male characters that once loved each other and worked together, but who end up 
becoming sworn adversaries because each threatens what the other holds most dear is classic. Just think 
Cain and Abel. In WD, several scholars interpret it as an examination of male agency in post-9/11 America. 
James Aston, for instance, in an essay about family and gender in WD sees the conflict between Rick and 
Shane as indicative of a contemporary crisis in male agency.  
"… the series ultimately contributes to the crisis in male agency circulating through contemporary post-millennium 
and post-9/11 US cultural productions that posits the adversarial power dynamic rather than a collaborationist ethos 
as destructive not only to the family but to positive male agency." (Aston 2013: 146) 
In Aston's analysis, WD establishes collaboration as the ideal that would save the group of survivors and the 
human family from the zombies and, conversely, the adversarial power dynamic, i.e. men's rivalry and 
jealousy, as that which prevents this salvation.  
The crisis in male agency in WD may even be interpreted as an allegory of the current stalemate in 
American political life. Philip L. Simpson sees the conflict between Rick and Shane as "an examination of 
masculinised political leadership" (Simpson 2014: 34). This political leadership is strung out between Rick's 
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idealism and humanism, and Shane's pragmatist and survivalist fight-fire-with-fire philosophy, with a 
compromise between the two seeming impossible. According to Simpson, WD is in this manner "structured 
upon a tension between a progressive ideology and a more fear-bound, conservative ideology," (Simpson 
2014: 29) and consequently, "the series can be read as an allegory of post-9/11, post-Katrina, post-
economic-collapse America, frozen by political gridlock between liberalism and a renascent conservatism." 
(Simpson 2014: 29) 
Women 
All differences aside, both Rick and Shane represent qualities that are typically associated with masculinity, 
strength, bravery, initiative. Within the narrative structure, it is natural for them to take leadership since 
the other survivors lack these qualities. Generally in the TV-series, men carry out protection duties while 
women cook, do the laundry and take care of the children. However, as the zombies attack relentlessly, 
everyone, both men, women and children, must inevitably fight and kill zombies. This makes it even more 
remarkable that while men often save women, women never save men. All in all, the gender roles in WD 
are relatively traditional.  
As previously stated, Bishop sees a parallel between the Cold War alien invasion narratives of the 1950s 
and the zombie invasion narratives of the twenty-first century. Many scholars note another parallel 
between the two periods, namely, as Simpson writes, "the re-inscription of the traditional values of male 
strength and female domesticity as a recuperative strategy in the wake of 9/11" (Simpson 2014: 37). WD is 
certainly an example of this. Yet, it is also more than that. The women in WD are not passive scream 
queens to be rescued by brave, all-American heroes. They are in many cases active, assertive and articulate 
beings that shape their own destiny. Let me give an example. 
A subnarrative in season two of WD is the character Andrea's empowerment. In season one, she loses her 
sister, decides to forfeit her life but is rescued. In the beginning of season two, Andrea is passive and 
apathetic. However, the experience of killing a zombie in hand-to-hand combat with a screwdriver gives her 
hope that she can be of use in the new world. As she learns to wield different weapons during the season, 
she becomes more and more assertive and active in the group, even sexually when she puts her hand in 
Shane's lap and seduces him (2:06). Andrea has many heated discussions with Lori, another strong woman 
in the group, about what it means to be a woman in post-apocalypse America. Andrea does not want to 
stay at home and cook and do the laundry. Rather, she wants to go on missions with the men. In the 
episode "18 Miles Out", Hershel's daughter Beth contemplates suicide, and Andrea lets her attempt it. 
Throughout season two, she defends the point of view that no matter the circumstances, there is always a 
freedom of choice for the individual. There is an ambivalent ending to Andrea's tale of empowerment. 
When zombies in the final episode overrun the farm, it may be her very independence that isolates her on 
the battlefield so that she is left behind by the rest of the group. 
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Religion 
I do not have the space here to treat religion in WD comprehensively. I will restrict myself to mentioning 
some of the issues raised in season two.  
Rick's moral code is decidedly Christian. In the first episode, he prays for Jesus Christ to give him a sign that 
what he is doing is right. Thinking that his prayer went unanswered, he avows "not to mix it up with the 
almighty anymore" (2:04). Must Rick renounce his faith to protect his family? If so, is this a good thing or a 
bad thing? 
Hershel is the most overtly religious character in season two of WD. In the end, he must leave his beloved 
farm having lost most of his family to the zombies. Are we to understand Hershel's religious views as a 
flaw? Was he not able to protect his home and his family because he held too much faith in God? 
As mentioned, Hershel and his family on the farm are Southern Baptists. Still, the differences between 
them and Rick's group do not seem to be of a religious nature. At least, they are not articulated as such. All 
in all, with the setting of season two in mind, references to religion are remarkably absent, not least when 
you think about the amount of moral dilemmas the characters face in every episode. "Is it okay to steal 
from dead people? Are we morally obliged to keep looking for a member of our group? In which 
circumstances is it okay to kill another human being?" For all these important questions, the characters do 
not find their answers in religion. This seems to be a typical feature of many modern American drama TV-
series, e.g. Mad Men and Breaking Bad. Does this reflect a decreased religious sentiment in the American 
population as a whole? After all, they do watch, enjoy and relate to these TV-series. Is it a matter of 
placating viewers with different religious beliefs? Or is it simply that the writers and creators of the series 
are less religious than America in general? 
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